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Cleveland County Beekeepers Association Meeting 
June 24, 2019 

 
 Opened with a prayer from Steve Gibson 

 Regie Endsley started with some comments 
-Thanked David Black for organizing the work/clean up day at the honey house at the 
fairground. 
-Some issues they discovered during the clean-up are; 
        The back porch has a board that has to be replaced (rotten) 
        There are 5 boards on the front porch that all need to be replaced. 
        Regie believes that $100 should cover the repair expenses.      Ray Maxwell made a 
motion to approve $100 for the repairs and David Elliott seconded the motion to which all 
other members agreed. 
 
-The Holly Oaks hive(s) did not work out.   The management at Holly Oaks was concerned 
about the possibility of bee stings.   Ray Maxwell suggested taking the management team 
of Holly Oaks down to the community garden in Gastonia where they currently have hives 
that are doing well.   Steve Gibson suggested using the funds that were set aside for Holly 
Oaks and the equipment/hive components for the hives out back at the co-op building.   
Emanuel Hunt has agreed to manage the hives in the bee yard here at the co-op building.    
Steve made a motion to move the funds/equipment, Ray seconded it and all other 
members agreed. 
 
-Regie thanked Ray Maxwell for working on the plumbing in the honey house.   Ray also 
wanted to mention and thank the county maintenance department who came by and looked 
at the hot water heater and got it up and running again. 
 

- Regie mentioned that Ray will be submitting a grant for funds for the group and if approved he 
suggests purchasing a 9 frame extractor and a hose/spray nozzle to make cleaning 
out/washing extracting tools easier 

 
- *** July 22, 2019 is the annual Honey Slinging Party at the co-op.   If you have frames 

that need to be extracted then bring them and we will sling honey while enjoying a hot 
dog dinner and fellowship*** 
 

- The Gaston county beekeepers group is in need of borrowing/using our honey house because 
theirs is down.  There was an email send requesting the house for the weekend of July 4-6.   
The Gaston co group plans on having an extraction training session with the house on 
Saturday July 6th that our members are welcome to attend if they want.   Steve made a motion 
to approve the use of the house- Ray seconded the motion and all other members agreed. 
 

 Steve Gibson was the discussion leader for this meeting. 
 
-Excessive swarming, what could help?  Prevent? 
Keep up with your hives and know what’s going on inside= inspect regularly. 
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         -Honey Bound Hives; all honey and no room for the queen to lay.    Make sure she has 
“elbow” room and room to lay eggs.   This goes back to regular inspections and knowing your 
hive.   
 
- Lewis Cauble, our counties apiary inspector, was in attendance and said saw in his inspections 

that people tend to feed excessively without inspecting.  The colonies had plenty of food so 
there was not any reason to be feeding.    You feed if you need to get the queen to lay, need 
the hive to draw out comb or if the colony is starving.  
3 things that will hurt hives/kill bees when it comes to feeding are: 
        Varroa mites, queen events and feeding 
If we can manage/inspect and know what’s going on inside the hives then that can make all 
the difference. 
 
 

- Please refer to Steve Gibson’s ”Summary of Commercially Available Miticides for Use in 
Honey Bee Colonies for Varroa” handout (see attached scan) 

 
-Keep a high # of bees per square inch.  Healthy colonies will do a good job of policing pests 
(such as hive beetles and wax moths).   If your colony is queen less or hopelessly queen less 
the pests will take over.   Be diligent in monitoring and checking your hives.  
 
-The effectiveness of sugar shakes vs other methods (alcohol wash).   2% shown on a sugar 
shake means you probably have a lot in the capped brood so in 4-6 weeks you will have a lot 
more. 
Sugar shake or alcohol wash at least every 6 weeks til November.   If the mites are 
handled/treated then no worries about overwintering them.   
 

- Lewis Cauble monitors/checks his hives 6 times during the season. 
 
 
Volunteers will be needed to help work another day (date to be determined) at the bee cabin at the 
fairground and then when the fair is running to volunteer in the bee cabin answering questions and 
talking to people.   Please help out if you can- the fair starts Thursday Sept 26th. 
 


